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From secular to sham 
India 

======================

370 and 35-A, the world is seeing 

new Indian facade, where it 

abrogated its own Constitution for 

illegal occupation of Jammu & 

t is interesting to highlight that India leaves no Kashmir.

stone unturned to portray herself as one of the If one looks into history, one finds it Ibiggest democracies of the world and a vigil interesting that until the 19th century, the word 

holder of human rights. India is vocal advocate of “Hindu” had no specific religious meaning and 

secularism but nowhere else in the world secularism simply referred to the people who lived east of the 

is blatantly betrayed as India does. Hindu Indus River, whatsoever their beliefs are.

fundamentalism is on the rise influencing the India The Indian Supreme Court itself has held that “no 

society to the chamber of destruction. The hate precise meaning can be ascribed to the terms 'Hindu' 

campaign released by the fundamentalist powers is and 'Hinduism.

keeping the minorities in India absolutely pre- It was only when the census introduced by the 

occupied with defending their basic human rights British colonial authorities in 1871 included Hindu 

and cultural identities. as a religious designation that many Indians began 

India, in the past, seized by force a number of to think of themselves and their country as Hindu. 

princely States by violating the partition pattern and 20th century agitation against the British led to the 

against the desire of the inhabitants of the respective rise not only of the secular and socialist Congress 

states. Thus, it annexed Jammu and Kashmir by Movement but also of the rival Hindu Nationalist 

using military force. Pakistan confronted Indian Movement collectively known as the Sangh Parivar 

hostility and showed how Indian claims contradict meaning “family of organizations”.

its stance. The Parivar proclaims an ideology of “Hindutva,” 

Meanwhile, the United Nations intervened and in aimed at ensuring the predominance of Hinduism in 

its resolution, UN demanded for a plebiscite to be the Indian society, politics and culture which it 

held in IOK to determine the desire of the dwellers. promotes through tactics that include violence and 

Over a period of time, India has been avoiding UN terror.

resolutions and their implementation below one Its agenda includes subjugating or driving out 

excuse or another. After the nullification of Articles Muslims, Christians or any other minority. The BJP 
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policies on Hindutva and conversion coincide with enough to raise  serious doubts among the 

increasingly violent attacks by Hindu militants on international community regarding the secular 

religious minorities. outlook and democratic claims of India.

Thus, extremist organizations are promoting It is important to highlight that the United States 

saffronization of India by brain washing youth Commission on International Religious Freedom 

mindsets such as making compulsory education of (USCRIF) in its new annual report has once again 

Geeta, Maha Bharat and Hindu literature for placed India into its list of 'Country of Particular 

Muslims in educational institutions. Concern' for engaging in and tolerating methodical, 

Ban on wearing hijab, cow slaughtering, forced fragmentary and abysmal religious freedom 

conversion, increasing rape incidents and much violations. USCIRF report mentioned that religious 

sectarian hatred in India now exists which is often freedom conditions in India “continued their 

portrayed in the form of violence and brutality. negative trajectory”.

The reality is that India has an unwritten mandate of The government, led by the Bhartiya Janata Party 

pushing the minorities against the wall through state (BJP),  promoted Hindu nationalist policies 

policies as well as by hardliner Hindu politicians. resulting in systematic, ongoing and egregious 

State sponsored anti-minority initiatives like violations of religious freedom.

'Purkhon ki Ghar Wapsi', a mass conversion jointly Recently, a video on social media is circulating by a 

organized by Dharma Jagran Samanvay Vibhag, an female member of Baj Rang Dal who openly calls 

offshoot of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh for genocide of Muslims by saying, “If you ask for 

(RSS) and Bajrang Dal, is another example of anti- water, Indians will give you juice.

minority venom amongst Hindutva-centric Modi's If you ask for milk, we'll give you buttermilk. But, if 

Government and its political allies. you want the hijab all over India, we will chop you 

The BJP policies are based on RSS ideology of (Muslims) all with Shivaji's sword.”

Hindutva or Hindu nationalism with an idea to form In India, hate crimes against religious minorities, 

Akhand Bharat, or an undivided Indian state which their social boycotts and forced conversions have 

is true representative of Hindu culture and religion. escalated dramatically since 2014.

The BJP's extremist actions and discriminatory Pat two reports by USCIRF is another call to wake 

policies can be traced back to their first tenure in up conscience of the world against India's growing 

government when events o f 1998 nuclear  religious intolerance and biasedness.

explosion, violence against Christians, Gujarat Even the sane voices in India believe Modi certainly 

carnage of Muslims and strengthening of Indo- is planning on bigger scale to damage Muslim 

Israel ties took place. population throughout India.

Subsequently, India witnessed political movements In the coming times, Muslim population will be 

with a broad range of Hindutva centric ideology, scrapped out  from the  map  of Ind ia via  

striving for a radical change, often creating demographic engineering.

pr ob le ms  fo r ot he r re li gi ou s mi no ri ti es  One wonders how Indian claims of secular state are 

encompassing mostly the Muslims and the proving itself a fake union through their actions.

Christians. ____________________________________

The snow balling threat to religious minorities by The writer works at the Institute of Regional 

fanatic and aggressive Hindu fundamentalism is Studies.



IIOJK: Human Rights 
Violation Against Women
==================

exacerbated in war situations. The first issue is 

migration. Since women spend most of their time at 

home, when they have to migrate, they have to 

endure more physical and mental anguish than 
Muhammad Akhter men. The second problem is that they are used as 

he Article 5 of the Universal Declaration weapons during war. Because, they are physically 
of Human rights (UDHR), urges that “No weaker than men, they easily fall prey to the Tone shall be subjected to torture or to nefarious intentions of the enemy. As is happening 

cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment”. Contrary with Kashmiri women in the case of Indian 
to that, the women of Indian Illegally Occupied terrorism. This is pointed out by both Human 

Rights Watch reports which were published in 1993 Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK) are subject to 

and 1996. Agreeing with the above statement, atrocities at the hands of Indian occupying forces, 

Seema Qazi, a well-known author on the where they are being subject to gang-raped and 

oppression of Kashmiri women, says, “Rape in molested for the past seven decades. According to 

Kashmir is a cultural weapon of war, a failed an analytical report released by the Kashmir Media 

attempt by Indian security forces to stop Kashmiri Service, over 2,300 women had been martyred 

men from fighting for freedom.” Documents from while 11,246 have been molested by Indian troops 

the soldiers' confessions stated that they are since 1989. It is pertinent to note that Indian state 

formally ordered to rape Kashmiri women. An terrorism has rendered 23,000 Kashmiri women 

example of this the “Kunan Poshpora Incident” widowed in the most recent 33 years. However, the 

wherein the mass rape committed by the Indian report deplored that India is using the molestation 

Occupying forces on 23 February 1991 under the of women as a “weapon of war” in the occupied 

guise of a search operation in the twin villages of valley.

Kunan and Poshpora located in IIOJK's remote It is matter of fact that women's issues are 
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Kupwara District. atrocities and killings, not a single Indian officer 

The international attention paid to this incident has ever had to appear in court or be convicted. 

shows that although the advancement of Although the national and international media 

technology has exposed the oppression of the continue to draw attention to this, the Indian Modi-

Kashmiri people, including women, on a global led Regime continues to be oppressed due to a lack 

scale through social media, this abuse has not been of international pressure.

cured and mass rape survivors still await for justice. In conclusion, the world needs to understand that 

In my opinion, when countries do commit war time is running at the speed of the jet, Indian 

crimes without any international obligation, the skyrocketing atrocities are continuing in IIOJK and 

situation worsens. As is happening in IIOJK. The they need to stop on an immediate basis to avoid 

main reason for this is the Special Powers Act of catastrophe in the region. In this regard, Pakistan is 

1990, which prohibits taking legal action against constantly raising its voice for the rights of 

security officials without the prior approval of the Kashmiris in other international justice institutions. 

Government of India. Under the Act, Indian forces International powers should also take positive steps 

ar e no t ac co un ta bl e fo r th ei r of fe nc es . for this serious violation of fundamental rights 

The 'state sponsorship' of violence is in fact a beyond their personal interests. Otherwise, history 

violation of human rights in IIOJK. That is why in will always remember these countries to be an 

the last 30 years, despite numerous media reports of equal contributor in this oppression.



OIC must take a clear 
position on Kashmir & 

Palestine 
============================

Foreign Ministers.

Nevertheless, it is more of 

traditional coverage of these 

disputes and paper work, rather 

serious efforts as really needed. 
he two-day meeting of Foreign Ministers This can be traced from the chronology of OIC 
of  the  Organizat ion of  Is lamic  about chasing these disputes over the years. At the TCooperation (OIC) in Islamabad on 22-23 time of its establishment in 1969, the founding 

March 2022 was a great event. Under the theme of fathers of Organisation of Islamic Cooperation 
'Partnering for Unity, Justice and Development' the (OIC) had a vision to debate and resolve the issues 
48th Session of OIC Council of Foreign Ministers of the Muslim world. Establishment of OIC was, 

OIC Council of Foreign Ministers debated all indeed, driven by the unfortunate incident of 

challenges, facing the Muslim world. At the end of burning a part of Al-Aqsa Mosque on 21 August 

this historic meeting (48th Session of OIC Council 1969. The fire burnt and destroyed a portion of old 

of Foreign Ministers) Islamabad Declaration was wooden roof and an 800-year-old pulpit. The 

issued, covering a wide-range of issues concerning Muslim world took a very strong view of this 

the Muslim world, regional situation and global incident and decided to have a formal forum to 

trends and shifts. Two chronic disputes facing the protect and safeguard the interests of Muslims 

Muslim world  Kashmir and Palestine  were also anywhere in the world. It was envisioned to act as 

discussed during the meeting. There is a clear the “collective voice of the Muslim world”.Mission 

mention of these disputes in the Islamabad of the OIC was to “safeguard and protect the 

Declaration of the 48th Session of OIC Council of interests of the Muslim world in the spirit of 
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promoting international peace and harmony”. This against OIC; nevertheless, the Muslim leadership of 

57-member organization is the biggest in the world, a few states is responsible for its relegation and 

after the United Nations Organization. OIC vanity. The degradation of the OIC has relegated 

remained very active and passionate until late and paralysed the two internationally recognized 

1970s, a time line where most of the founding disputes of the Muslim world  the Palestine dispute 

fathers of the organization remained in power in and the Kashmir dispute.

various Muslim states. Thereafter, the organization Showing its detachment and neutrality with a 

started losing its international and regional impact. dispute which became reason of its establishment is 

In the subsequent years, the OIC merely became a like losing the goals.

tool in the hands of a few states to serve their As per famous proverb and quote, “If the plan does 

interests or interests of the non-Muslim world. not work, change the plan, but never the goal”.

Apart from promoting unity among Muslim states, In case of OIC, it has changed the goal rather the 

Palestine and Kashmir were two prominent issues plan and strategy to pursue.

of the Muslim world at the time of establishment of In the Islamabad Declaration, it was re-emphasized 

OIC in 1969/70. These issues were internationally that Palestine and Al-Quds Al-Sharif are central 

recognized through a number of United Nations issues for Muslim world; “reaffirming its principled 

resolutions. In a way, OIC had a strong base to and continued all-level support to the Palestinian 

pursue and resolve these international issues in line people to regain their inalienable legitimate 

with the UN Charter and UN resolutions, since both national rights, including their right to self-

were the issues of right of self-determination. determination”.

Moreover, persuasion of these issues for a logical This all seems a paper work and maximum the lips 

resolution could have raised the status of the OIC as services. Analysing on realistic grounds, there is no 

the sole Muslim representative organization with a goal, the organization is pursuing since last few 

lot of international connotation, weightage and decades.

stimulus. Unfortunately, the subsequent leadership It has abandoned the Palestinian cause and 

of Muslim states deviated from the primary goals of neighbouring states of Israel are lined-up to beg the 

the OIC (resolving the issues of Muslim world), friendship of the State of Israel; the aggressor, 

thus lost its status as a unique and powerful voice. occupier and killer of Palestinians.

There must have been the international conspiracies Today, some of the influential member states of OIC 
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are declaring the Palestinians as illegal and terrorist core issues of the Muslim world.

while simultaneously declaring Israel as the As per famous Japanese saying, “Vision without 

guiltless and legal state. action is day dream.Action without vision is 

The Islamabad Declaration though demanded nightmare.

settlement of the Kashmir dispute in accordance ” In order to make it regionally relevant and 

with the UN resolutions, but there is no mechanism internationally vibrant organization, the OIC will 

devised or proposed by this forum to pursue this have to take a clear position on the core issues of the 

dispute for its ultimate solution. Muslim world.

Mere statements may not be sufficient over Since Kashmir and Palestine are truly the core 

Kashmir dispute, since India is perpetrating a reign issues of the Muslim world besides their 

of terror in Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and international recognition, the Organization of 

Kashmir with massive demographic changes in the Islamic Cooperation will have to own them in 

State. totality with a clear position for their settlement as 

The contemporary position of the OIC is, in fact, a per UN resolutions.

major departure from the founding vision of the  The writer is Professor of Politics and IR at 

organization since there has been no action over the International Islamic University, Islamabad.

Overlooking India's 
Injustices In Kashmir

===========================

outcome of more than two decades 

of collective efforts of the 

international community. NGOs 

and civil society at large, and their 

he Vienna Declaration and Programme of whole and sole objective was the 

Action adopted by the World Conference empowerment of women. The changing Ton Human Rights, confirms the human millennium has established the importance of 

rights of women as an “inalienable, integral and women in the economic, social, cultural and 

indivisible part of human rights.” The Beijing political conditions. And it is a fact that true 

Declaration and Platform of Action, both are an development of a society cannot be achieved and is 

Dr. Ghulam Nabi Fai
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report on her mission to India, the 'Special 

Rapporteur on Violence Against Women,' its causes 

and consequences, said, “[W]omen living in 

militarised regions, such as Jammu and Kashmir 

and the north-eastern states, live in a constant state 

of siege and surveillance, whether in their homes or 

in public. Information received through both 

written and oral testimonies highlighted the use of 

mass rape, allegedly by members of the State 

not possible without the full participation and security forces, as well as acts of enforced 

involvement of women in all activities of a human disappearance, killings and acts of torture and ill-

society. Violence against women remains a major treatment, which were used to intimidate and to 

issue in the development and advancement of counteract political opposition and insurgency.”]

women. The violations of women's rights during all The United Nations report further illustrates that, 

conflicts has remained an issue in the twentieth “One significant case that illustrates the state's 

century and if not corrected it will surely affect failure to investigate and prosecute allegations of 

women not only in the twenty-first century but also sexual violence and addressing impunity for sexual 

in the next millennium. crimes in Kashmir is the Kunan-Poshpora mass 

The United Nations High Commissioner on Human rape, which took place 27 years ago and for which 

Rights (UNHCHR) issued its “Report on the attempts to seek justice have been denied and 

Situation of Human Rights in Kashmir,” on July 8, blocked over the years by the authorities at different 

2019. The report contains graphic documentation of levels. According to survivors and a local 

human rights violations being committed by the administration official, on the night of 23 February 

Indian military and paramilitary forces in Jammu & 1991, soldiers from the 4 Rajputana Rifles regiment 

Kashmir. This is a significant step towards greater of the Indian Army gang-raped around 23 women of 

international recognition of the serious abuses Kunan and Poshpora villages of Kupwara district. 

committed against Kashmiris at the hands of the The Indian Army and Government of India have 

Indian army. This report takes the veil of secrecy off denied the allegations”

of India's crimes against humanity. “Do You Remember  Kunan Poshpora” 

The 49-page report cites specific incidents where 

the Indian Government violated the very principles 

of human decency and democratic freedom against 

the people of Kashmir. It is well documented that 

the bloody occupation has resulted in massive 

human rights violations, particularly targeting 

women and children. The sanctity of women has 

been violated, in a gruesome and unforgiving 

fashion. The UN report upholds that [In the 2013 
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documentary evidence of five brave Kashmiri indivisible part of the universal human rights.” 

women scholars wrote these words on page 1, “This They wonder what action was taken by this 

book is about one night in two villages in Kashmir. Rapporteur, whose mandate included action on 

It is about a night that has refused to end for 24 long “state-sponsored violence against women.” They 

years, a night that holds stories of violations, waited with hope because the same document had 

injustice, oppression and falsehood, as well as acts asked the United Nations human rights body to 

of courage, bravery and truth. This book is about “strengthen mechanisms or accountability to ensure 

Kunan Poshpora.” that governments take steps to end discrimination 

Dr. Nazir Gilani, President JKCHR in a written and punish perpetrators of violence against them.” 

statement submitted to the UN Secretary General (Reference UN documents: E/CN/4/1995/NGO/28, 

during 58th session of HRC said, “The issues of and /5). These violated Kashmiri women ask: what 

Kashmiri women have multiplied ever since. The action has been taken to enforce the writ of the 

Kunan Poshpora rape case of 1991 and the issue of Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 

half-widows (women whose husbands are missing Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against 

and cannot re-marry) have continued to remain Women?

unresolved.” Are these reports and revelations not enough to 

The suggestion made by Dr. Nazir Gilani is very shake the conscience of the world powers and the 

pertinent when he said, “It is high time that Human Human Rights Council? The perpetrator of this 

Rights Council addresses the question of sexual state policy, India, has the temerity to sit not only in 

violence committed against Kashmiri women as the Human Rights Council but also in the Security 

detailed in Paras 125 to 133 of OHCHR Report of Council. Why does the international community not 

14 June 2018. The Kunan-Poshpora mass rape condemn India?

victims have not received any justice for the past 30 During the years of suffering in Jammu & Kashmir, 

years. Many of the victims have died while waiting despite some intermittent and half-hearted efforts, 

for justice.” the situation has worsened. And why has that been 

How many Kashmiri women have to be so? Because the response of the international 

dishonoured before one concludes that a human community to the predicament of Kashmiri people 

rights violation has taken place? This is one of the has been essentially weak and lacking in credibility. 

questions that is on the minds of millions of It is equally true that the United Nations 

Kashmiri women. Please remember that these mechanisms do not effectively address massive 

women live under the stranglehold of a 900,000 human rights violations. In the situations of armed 

strong army of occupation. These women are not conflicts and civil strife, it is the innocent people 

oblivious to world events. They know that in who are killed and brutalized.

welcoming the appointment of a 'Special On behalf of the women and children of the world 

Rapporteur on Violence Against Women,' the who continue to be the innocent victims, we hope 

Vienna Declaration declared that “the human rights that the Platform of Action suggests the 

of women are an inalienable, integral and implementation of a special programme to 
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rehabilitate the women and children of all conflicts passivity and the silence of the United Nations, of 

in all situations. And, in particular, the women of course unintentionally, have given the sense of 

Kashmir still have confidence in the mechanism of impunity to the occupation authority in Kashmir.

the United Nations and its sense of justice. But there Dr. Ghulam Nabi Fai

are limits even to hope. We are often assailed by The writer is the Secretary General of the 

despair because of the half-hearted response of the Washington-based World Kashmir Awareness 

international community to our tragic situation. Forum. He can be reached at 

Unfortunately, the indifference, the inaction, the gnfai2003@yahoo.com.

Another Historic OIC 
Moot

==================
Muhammad Zahid Rifat

delegates from 57 member states as well as the 

Foreign Minister of China, who was the special guest, 

attended the Pakistan Day military parade. It was only 

in the third week of December 2021 that Pakistan had 

hosted 17th Extraordinary Session of OIC Council of 

Pakistan has a deep and abiding commitment to the Foreign Ministers to highlight Afghan humanitarian 

eternal Islamic virtues of amity and brotherhood. crisis also in Islamabad. The Afghan Foreign Minister 

Promoting solidarity and cooperation among was conspicuous for his absence from the 48th session 

members of the Islamic Ummah is not only a of the OIC Council of Foreign Ministers and no 

foundational basis for our foreign policy, but also an explanation somehow came in from any side in this 

element of faith for us. Pakistan quite successfully regard.

and enthusiastically hosted the 48th session of the Prime Minister Imran Khan delivered the keynote 

Council of Foreign Ministers of the Organisation of address on the first day, wherein he said that the 

Islamic Cooperation (OIC) at the Parliament House in Muslims have failed Kashmiris and Palestinians; we 

Islamabad. The OIC Summit held at the level of are 1.5 billion people and yet our voice to stop this 

Foreign Ministers addressed many topics and the blatant injustice is insignificant, we are simply talking 

activities of the OIC General Secretariat on about human rights and called for promoting unity 

implementing the resolutions adopted on various among Islamic countries and appreciated that menace 

issues in the Islamic world, including the issue of of Islamophobia was being acknowledged as a reality, 

Palestine and Al-Quds. The moot also discussed the making a pointed reference to the recent adoption of a 

developments in Afghanistan and their humanitarian resolution by the UN General Assembly to observe 

consequences for the Afghan people and the situation March 15 as the International Day for Combating 

in Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and Kashmir. Islamophobia. OIC Secretary General, Hissein 

The OIC moot, centred on the theme of “Building Brahim Taha, in his address declared that Indian 

Partnership for Unity, Justice and Development”, Prime Minister Modi's unilateral August 5, 2019 

continued for two days and coincided with Pakistan actions in Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and 

Day celebrations as it was held on March 22 and 23, Kashmir were violations of the UN Security Council 

2022. Availing a somewhat rare opportunity of when resolutions. He also made a pointed mention of 

the host nation was celebrating its national day, the Palestine and called for ending Israel's forceful 
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occupation and condemned the ethnic cleansing of the beyond passing a resolution and put together an action 

Pa lest in ian people . Through the Is lamabad plan under which different member states would be 

Declaration, the OIC countries resolved to continue meeting regularly and coordinating their positions on 

making unified efforts to address common challenges the Kashmir dispute and monitoring the ever-

and leverage opportunities besides upholding the deteriorating human rights situation in IIOJK. The 

rights and interests of Muslim minorities in the non- moot, during its deliberations on host of subjects and 

OIC countries. The joint statement also welcomed the issues confronting the Muslim Ummah directly and 

operationalisation of the Afghanistan Humanitarian indirectly, rejected terrorism in all forms and 

Trust Fund which was one of the main decisions taken manifestations and attempts to link this evil to any 

by the delegates from OIC I, the moot held in country, region, nationality, race or civilisation; also 

Islamabad as mentioned above. The Fund has since articulated views on the devastating social and 

been operationalised by the Islamic Development economic impacts of pandemic of COVID-19 as well 

Ban k, w hos e Pr esi den t al so a tte nde d th e as climate change on developing countries; 

deliberations. Salient features of the Islamabad acknowledged the growing role of innovation and 

Declaration were highlighted at a joint press emerging technologies in stimulating growth and 

conference by OIC Secretary General Hissein Brahim digital  transformation and agreed to continue 

Taha and Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi. promoting linkage and partnership,  and also 

It was good to note that the delegates to the historic discussed the threats to peace and security in South 

moot expressed a determination to continue Asia. It is sincerely hoped and wished that OIC 

supporting the just causes of Palestine and Kashmir. Member countries will go beyond the resolutions 

The moot had deliberated the Kashmir issue, duly adopted at the 48th session of the Council of Foreign 

highlighting it and it was noted that the situation in Ministers,  take practical  steps for their  

Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and Kashmir had implementation, and more importantly, exert pressure 

dramatically changed and was deteriorating with and influence on India and Israel for solving the 

every passing day after India's steps on August 5, lingering Kashmir and Palestine issues in accordance 

2019. Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi also with the aspirations of the people of both occupied 

stated on the occasion, that the OIC Contact Group on territories and resolutions of the UN Security Council.

Kashmir had a very good discussion and agreed to go =======================



Kashmir files 
===========

further fuel the hatred of nationalist Hindus towards 

Muslims, consequently making life more miserable 

for Muslims living in India and IIOJK.
  Maida Farid Videos are already circulating on social media that 

ndia always does a tremendous job when it show Hindu youths raising anti-Muslim slogans in 
comes to agenda-setting, framing, and theatres right after watching the film.Idisseminating fake news. The Kashmir Files a The trailer of the movie gives a clear sense of anti-

movie released on 11 March 2022 is one such story. Muslim rhetoric where Anupam Kher who plays the 
A movie directed by Vivek Agnihotri, starring role of Pandit is seen saying, “Azaadi (freedom) is a 
Anupam Kher among others, is based on the 1990 song of terrorism”, this single sentence undermines 
Hindu-Pandit exodus from Indian Occupied the whole freedom movement of Kashmiri 
Kashmir. Muslims, and their struggle for justice when you 
The movie is doing very well on box-office in India, call their demand for freedom as an act of terrorism.
and it has received mixed reviews from critics. The discourse as such is not only biased but it 
The majority of the Indian audience has appreciated repetitively paints all Muslims as extremists, 
it for bringing to light the forgotten tragedies of the violent and irrational beings.
1990 Hindu-Pandit exodus, whereas some have The actress Pallavi Joshiplays the role of a 
called it exploitative and dangerous. Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) professor 
The film has been much acknowledged and named Professor Radhika Memon.
promoted by the Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP) It is a character modelled around Arundhati Roy 
government. Several BJP-ruled states have waived who is a popular novelist, political activist and a 
tax on the film. Booker Prize-winning author, who among her other 
In addition, the police department in Madhya work has written several books on Kashmir.
Pradesh has been offered a day's leave to go watch She is well-known across the globe for her work as 
the movie. well as independent dissident views.
Furthermore, Prime Minister Narendra Modi The character of Professor Memon (that is modelled 
personally met the team of the movie and highly 

around her) in one of the scenes says, “Kashmir is 
appreciated and endorsed the work 'for bringing 

not an integral part of India, and it is a historical 
forward the reality'.

fact”, and these are the exact words Arundhati Roy 
These events provide enough evidence to prove the 

uttered in one of her interviews.
film to be a propaganda item that serves the interest 

What makes the portrayal of Arundhati Roy's 
of the right-wing nationalists.

character problematic is the fact that talking to the 
The purpose here is not to challenge or negate 1990 

media the actress Pallavi Joshi unequivocally Hindu-Pandit exodus but to focus on how 
emphasized, “I want people to hate my character”.sickeningly biased and anti-Muslim narrative the 
Asking people to hate a character based on a film has constructed. In a society where Muslims 

dissident voice of the country is equal to telling are already subject to discrimination and violence, 

people to hate that person and what she believes in.driven by an Islamophobic mindset, this film will 

12
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From targeting Arundhati Roy and stereotyping an that took place in Kashmir.

education institution like JNU which already stays Gawkadal Bridge Massacre, Kunan-Pashpora 

under fire by the right-wing nationalists, the movie mass-rape case, Sopore massacre, and Bijbehera 

has left no stone unturned to fuel the existing massacre are to name a few that took place after the 

Islamophobia in the country. 1989 insurgency in IIOJK, and these are the crimes 

Ind ia  has  a  ve ry  we l l -o rgan ized  and  that were committed by the Indian security forces 

institutionalized agenda machinery across the and Indian army.

globe, and it uses and abuses media outlets to Every family in Kashmir has a harrowing story to 

promote its rhetoric. tell. But the state celebrates a movie that ignores 

The movie is released at a time when people from million of Muslims martyred in Kashmir in last 7 

within and without India have started to question decades by handpicking the tragedy that only 

India on its human rights violations in Kashmir, strengthens its agenda.

particularly after the abrogating Articles 370 and India is once again trying to fool the world of the 

35-A, stripping the state of its special status and ground realities by putting the blinkers of 

changing domicile laws to change the demographic victimhood on its eyes.

of the region.Kashmir dispute is 75 years old and in Unless someone makes effort to take those blinkers 

these more than seven decades there is a long list of off the world will keep falling for their tactics.

gross human rights violations including forced The writer currently works at the Institute of 

disappearances, mass killings, rapes, and torture Regional Studies.

Throttling Journalism In 
IIOJK

==================

summoning or raiding over two dozen of them since 

August 5 to create an environment of fear and 

intimidation.

India introduced a revised media policy in 2020 in 
Irtaza Muhammad

Kashmir which authorised local officials to declare 
hile independent and investigative 

any news or social media post as fake or anti-
journalism is taken as an essential part 

national. The Hindu's correspondent Peerzada Wof a pluralistic society the world over, 
Ashiq, Indian Express correspondent Basharat 

working in this field in Indian Illegally Occupied 
Masood, Hakeem Irfan of the Economic Times, and 

Jammu & Kashmir (IIOJK) immediately brings up 
Outlook correspondent Naseer Ganai were soon 

the thoughts of ending up behind bars because of the 
thereafter summoned and questioned about their 

draconian laws imposed to strangulate every 
stories and social media posts. The accusations 

dissenting voice. After the abrogation of Article 370 
levelled against them were all baseless and 

and 35A in August 2019 by the BJP government, 
essentially meant to harass and intimidate them. 

nearly eight million Kashmiris had no access to any 
Similarly, Indian authorities imposed the Unlawful 

reliable source of information. With tight control 
Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) against Masrat 

over the flow of information, the Indian 
Zahra and Gowhar Geelani after declaring their 

government is systematically engaged in the 
social media posts anti-national. Another leading 

harassment of journalists on the ground, 
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journalis t, Qazi Shibli , the  edi tor  of The for an end to the harassment of journalists, calling it 

Kashmiriyat, was detained in Uttar Pradesh's a blatant attack on press freedom.

Bareilly Jail under the draconian Public Safety Act In June last year, the United Nations special reporter 

(PSA), and was released on April 13, 2020, after on freedom of expression and the Working Group 

nine months. Asif Sultan, a journalist working with on Arbitrary Detention wrote to the Indian 

Kashmir Narrator has been in prison since August Government, expressing concerns over the 

2019 on charges of supporting terror activities after arbitrary detention and intimidation of journalists 

he reported on a slain militant in his magazine. covering the situation in Jammu and Kashmir. He 

Another assault was carried out by the occupation expressed special concern over the detention of 

forces on four journalists; Hilal Mir, Abbas Shah, Qazi Shibli, Sajar Gul, Auqib Javed and Fahad Shah 

Azhar Qadri and Shoukat Motta on September 9, and closure of the outspoken newspaper Kashmir 

2021. The Police raided their homes and seized Times in October 2020. The letter said that these 

documents and electronic devices, including violations “may be part of a broader pattern of 

cellphones and laptops of these journalists and their silencing of independent reporting in Jammu and 

spouses and summoned them later to the local Kashmir, which in turn may ultimately deter other 

police station for inquiry. This act was strongly journalists and civil society more broadly from 

condemned by the Commit tee to  Protect reporting on issues of public interests and human 

Journalists' Asia programme coordinator Steven rights in the region.”

Butler in a statement, warning, “the repeated The space for press freedom has drastically reduced 

harassment of journalists in Indian-controlled with the rise in harassment, intimidation of 

Jammu and Kashmir needs to stop immediately. journalists, and increased state surveillance. Most 

Police should halt any interrogations of and of the local newspapers and media networks have 

investigations and return all electronic devices been brought to the heel. Greater Kashmir, Daily 

seized from the journalists' homes”. Different Chattan, and Rising Kashmir, which were once the 

media organisations such as the Editors Guild and famous newspapers of Kashmir, are largely not 
even the Press Club of India, have repeatedly called covering critical issues such as gross human rights 
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and tortured by the cyber police for their posts 

on social media. IIOJK is witnessing a 

crackdown on social media users as a part of an 

ongoing censorship campaign. The people of 

IIOJK have already suffered from the longest 

internet siege in the world after August 5, 

2019. The Jammu-Kashmir Coalition of Civil 

Society (JKCSS) termed the internet blackout 

imposed by the government of India a 

“collective punishment” in a report released in 

2020. “The multi-faceted and targeted denial 

violations and the absence of political space for the of digital rights is a systemic form of 

dissenting voices in IIOJK. These newspapers discrimination, digital repression and collective 

merely report on the social and economic woes of punishment for the residents of the region, 

the people and are coerced to eulogise Indian particularly in light of India's long history of 

actions in Kashmir. political repression and atrocities,” the report, titled 

Right after the beginning of the year, police in “Kashmir's Internet Siege”, said.

IIOJK booked journalist Sajad Gul under PSA for The right of free speech and freedom to use media 

posting a video of a protest at the home of a rebel for expressing one's thoughts are being curbed by 

killed in a gunfight with Indian forces. In another the continuous online surveillance exercised by the 

move, the Indian government took over Srinagar authorities. Police complaints have been registered 

Press Club in January, 2022 citing an “emergent law against several social media activists and civil 

and order situation” which was strongly opposed by society members. Indian authorities were strongly 

the journalist community as the press club was the criticised by the Human Rights Watch last year, for 

only place left to gather and share their story ideas. using politically motivated allegations of financial 

On February 4, 2022, Fahad Shah, the editor of irregularities and criminal cases to silence human 

“The Kashmir Walla” was arrested on charges of rights activists, journalists, and critics of the 

“uploading anti-national content” that again government.

showed the utter disregard of the Indian Extrajudicial killings, torture, harassment, and the 

government for press freedom. Fahad Shah, who is denial of basic human rights for the past seven 

also a winner of the Human Rights press award, had decades have heightened the precarity of life of the 

repeatedly questioned the authorities on staged fake people of Kashmir who are still seeking the right of 

encounters in Kashmir Valley and interviewed the self-determination to determine their own destiny.

families of innocent civilians who demanded the The writer is associated with the Centre for 

return of the dead bodies of their loved ones. Peace, Development and Reforms (CPDR). He 

Journalists are not the only ones gagged in the name can be reached at 

of security; civilians at large are also interrogated irtizamuhammad23@gmail.com.



Kashmir rally taken in Islamabad condemn 

Indian atrocities in IIOJ&K

Mehmood Chaudhry said rallies will also be held in 

other cities as well as abroad to highlight Kashmir 

dispute at the international level.Kashmir rally was organized in Islamabad today 

(Thursday) to condemn Indian atrocities in illegally The AJK President said Modi is a terrorist and his 

occupied Jammu and Kashmir and express evil designs against minorities stand exposed.

solidarity with the oppressed Kashmiri people. Azad Kashmir Prime Minister Abdul Qayyum 

The rally was taken out from Islamabad Press Club Niazi said the people of Pakistan and Azad Kashmir 

and culminated at D-Chowk. People from different stand by the valiant people of Indian illegally 

walks of life participated in the rally and raised full occupied Jammu and Kashmir

throated slogans in support of Kashmiri people. He urged the international community to take 
Addressing the rally, Azad Kashmir President cognizance of the dire situation in Indian illegally 
Sultan Mehmood Chaudhry said the sacrifices occupied Jammu and Kashmir. He stressed that 
rendered by the Kashmiri people will not go in vain resolution of the lingering dispute is important for 
and they will see the dawn of independence. Sultan regional peace and security.
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APKC rally at Muzaffarabad calls for end to 

HRVs, early solution of K-dispute

Indian occupied Kashmir, they said, “The day is not 

far when the blood of Kashmiris will come to 

Muzaffarabad (PID AJK) : Kashmiri leaders hailing fruition”. So far as the solution of the Kashmir 

from both sides of the line of control on Thursday dispute is concerned, the speakers maintained that 

called on the international community to discharge the Kashmiri leadership on both sides of the 

its legal and moral responsibilities to help stop ceasefire line were united on a single point 

unabated human rights violations being committed agenda.Speaking on the occasion, the AJK 

by the Indian occupation forces in the UN president Barrister Sultan Mehmood Chaudhary 

recognized disputed territory of Jammu and thanked people and the APKC leadership for 

Kashmir. Addressing a massive rally held under the organizing a grand solidarity rally. He said that 

aegis of All Parties Kashmir Conference (APKC) at similar kinds of rallies would be organized at 

Muzaffarabad , the Kashmiri  leader s sa id  Rawalakot, Mirpur, Sialkot, Lahore, Karachi and 

unequivocally condemned the India's policy of other places to divert world attention towards 

oppression and suppression and demanded the Kashmir. Barrister Chaudhary said that he had 

international community to take effective notice of started this mass public mobilization campaign in 

the Indian state terrorism in the region. They said 2014 and his ultimate goal was to organize a million 

that the world community, in particular the United march towards LoC. For this purpose, the president 

Nations must redouble its efforts to resolve the long said that he had arranged massive rallies in different 

running dispute and use its influence upon the European and western countries and the reason 

government of India to implement the relevant UN behind holding a rally at Berlin was to convey a 

resolutions on Kashmir that call for holding a free, message to world powers that if German people 

fair and impartial plebiscite in the region. They said could trample down the Berlin wall under their feet, 

that it was high time that the United Nations must why not the Kashmiris?. The president said that he 

take concrete steps to get its unanimously adopted had consulted the leadership of Azad Kashmir as 

resolutions on Kashmir implemented so that the well as the Hurriyat leadership of Occupied 

Kashmiris who have been reeling under India's Kashmir. He said that the final decision to march 

brutal suppression for the past seven decades could towards the LoC would be taken after taking all 

be able to decide their political faith .While stakeholders on board. Referring to the prevailing 

expressing their solidarity with their brethren in the political and human rights situation in IoK, he said 

occupied Kashmir, the AJK leadership across the that  the Modi  government  was ha tching  

political spectrum assured them that the people of conspiracies to change the region's demography. He 

Azad Kashmir stand shoulder to shoulder with them said that the BJP wants to install a Hindu Chief 

in their just struggle for right to self-determination. Minister by redrawing the electoral map in 

They also condemned and rejected all the actions Kashmir. Besides president, the rally was addressed 

the Indian government had taken in Occupied by the AJK Prime Minister Sardar Muhammad 

Kashmir since August 5, 2019.Paying eulogizing Abdul Qayyum Niazi, Leader of the Opposition 

tributes to sacrifices rendered by the people of the Legislative Assembly Azad Jammu and Kashmir 
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Chaudhry Latif Akbar, Former Prime Minister of others. The Solidarity rally was attended by 

Azad Jammu and Kashmir Raja Farooq Haider thousands of people hailing from all walks of life, 

Khan, Former Prime Minister of Azad Jammu and including members of civil society, women, trade 

Kashmir Sardar Atiq Ahmad Khan, and several unions, lawyers, colleges and university students.

NEWS SECTION 
OIC adopts 70-point Islamabad Declaration and reiterated support for the right of Kashmiri 

Islamabad: The two-day meeting of Organisation of people to self-determination.”

Islamic Cooperation's Council of Foreign Ministers Forty-six countries participated in the moot at the 

ended on Wednesday with affirmation of support ministerial level, while the other countries were 

for Palestine and Jammu and Kashmir disputes. represented by senior officials. Nearly 800 

OIC Secretary General Hissein Brahim Taha, while delega tes  att ended the  mee ting hos ted  by 

speaking at a media conference at the end of the Islamabad. Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi was 

48th meeting of the 57-member body, said: the special guest at the conference. It was the first 

“Palestine remains high on the agenda of OIC and time in OIC's history that a Chinese foreign minister 

was discussed thoroughly. All part icipating attended its foreign ministers' meeting, indicating 

ministers reiterated their support for the Palestine Beijing's expanding role in the Muslim world.

cause. The meeting agenda included deliberations on the 

situation in Palestine, Indian Illegally Occupied “The question of Jammu and Kashmir was 

Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK) and Afghanistan. thoroughly discussed. This is a just cause. It has our 

Also, issues pertaining to Africa and Muslims in full support. The conference reaffirmed our stance 
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Europe and developments in Yemen, Libya, Sudan, Security Council resolutions is indispensable for 

Somalia and Syria were taken up at the meeting. durable peace in South Asia. We reiterate our call on 

Is lamophobia , in te rnat iona l te rror ism and India to: a) reverse its unilateral and illegal 

cooperation in economic, cultural , social , measures instituted since 5th August 2019; b) cease 

humanitarian, and scientific domains were the other its oppression and human rights violations against 

subjects that were discussed. the Kashmiris in IIOJK; c) halt and reverse attempts 

to alter the demographic structure and to redraw 

A wide-ranging Islamabad Declaration containing electoral constituencies in IIOJK; and d) take 

as many as 70 points was adopted at the meeting by co nc re te  an d me an in gf ul  st ep s fo r fu ll  

the conference. implementation of the UN Security Council 

Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi, while resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir,” the OIC 

speaking at the conference, said Palestine and participants stated in the Islamabad Declaration.

Kashmir were two glaring examples of injustice, 

oppression, occupation, and human rights The OIC foreign ministers also expressed concern 

violations. over Indian missile striking a building in Pakistani 

Mr. Qureshi said a ministerial committee of OIC territory on March 9 and put their weight behind 

would work with other states to “go beyond Pakistan's demand for a joint probe with to 

resolutions” on Kashmir and “chart the way accurately establish facts.

forward”. An action plan will also be formulated in “We acknowledge Pakistan's pivotal role as an 

this regard, according to him. anchor of stability in South Asia, and commend its 

He said the OIC Contact Group on Occupied role and efforts for promotion of regional peace, 

Kashmir decided that its members would meet more based on the UN Charter principles including 

frequently to coordinate their positions on the sovereign equal i ty  of  St ates ,  pol i t ical  

dispute and monitor human rights violations. “We independence, non-use or threat of use of force and 

have a clear plan of action (on Kashmir) for the pacif ic settlement of disputes,”  the foreign 

members of contact group, the secretary general, ministers noted.

the secretariat, the special envoy, and the OIC Mr. Qureshi said the participation of Chinese 

i n d e p e n d e n t  p e r m a n e n t  h u m a n  r i g h t s  foreign minister indicated Beijing's desire to 

commission,” he maintained. expand ties with Muslim countries and its 

Islamabad Declaration renewed solidarity with the willingness to invest about $400 million in Muslim 

people of Kashmir and expressed full support for countries under its Belt and Road Initiative.

their inalienable right to self-determination. It, 

moreover, condemned the human rights violations 

in the IIOJK and rejected India's illegal and Islamabad: President Azad Jammu and Kashmir 

unilateral actions related to Kashmir since August Barrister Sultan Mehmood Chaudhry on Tuesday 

5, 2019. urged the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation 

“We declare that the final settlement of the Jammu (OIC) countries to impose economic sanctions on 

and Kashmir dispute in accordance with UN India and boycott its products. Addressing a special 

Islamabad Declaration

Indian missile fiasco

AJK president urges OIC to impose economic 

sanctions on India
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meeting of  the India forces. He lamented that the human rights 

Kashmir Contact violations were still rampant in occupied territory. 

G r o u p  o f  t h e  He said the OIC should play its role for the release 

Or ga ni za ti on  of  of political leaders and youth who have been 

I s l a m i c  arrested before and after Aug 5, 2019 and left to rot 

Cooperation (OIC) in jails far away from their homes. On the occasion, 

a t  P a r l i a m e n t  the APHC representative Syed Faiz Naqshbandi 

House  here  he  and Ghulam Mohammad Safi briefed the OIC 

asked the OIC to help stop oppression and delegations about the prevailing political and 

barbarism in occupied Kashmir and sought to human rights situation in the occupied Kashmir. 

redouble efforts for settlement of lingering Jammu They also presented a memorandum to OIC 

and Kashmir dispute. He also suggested that the secretary general. The meeting was also addressed 

Muslim body should set up a humanitarian aid for by Foreign Minister of Pakistan Shah Mehmood 

Kashmiris. He said that over the past 70 years India Qureshi and Foreign Ministers of other Islamic 

has been remorselessly violat ing the UN countries. The Kashmir Contact Group was chaired 

resolutions on Kashmir and denying Kashmiris of by Secretary General OIC Hussain Ibrahim Taha.

their inalienable right to self-determination. The Staff correspondent from Muzaffarabad adds: 

AJK president said that owing to India's continual Kashmiri activists staged a rally here on Tuesday to 

denial to grant Kashmiris their birth right, the issue highlight their demand for right to self-

of Kashmir has been hanging over for the past seven determination.

decades. They also urged the ongoing 48th council of foreign 

“Dozens of the UN resolutions have been passed in ministers of  the Organisa tion  of  Is lamic 

this regard but India has been consistently violating Cooperation to condemn India's unlawful moves in 

these resolutions and denying Kashmiris of their occupied Jammu and Kashmir.

right to self-determination,” he said adding that in The rally, organised by Jammu Kashmir Pasban-i-

brazen violation of the UN resolution the Indian Hurriyat, an organisation of post 1989 migrants 

government had changed the special status of the from occupied Kashmir, was held at Burhan Wani 

occupied Kashmir on Aug 5, 2019. Chowk, with its participants holding a banner and 

Since then, he said: “Indian authorities have issued placards inscribed with slogans highlighting their 

fake domiciles to 4.2 million non-state Hindus to demands. They were also chanting slogans like 

change the proportion of population there.” “Wake up OIC, wake up.”

Granting state subject rights to non-Kashmiris and 

nefarious designs to change the region's 

demography, he said, was a flagrant violation of the 

UN resolutions. He said the UN Commission on 

Human Rights had submitted a report on human 

rights violations in 2018, which mentioned 

widespread human rights violations committed by 

AJK PM lauds OIC for its principled stance on 

Kashmir issue

ISLAMABAD (APP):AJK Prime Minister Sardar 

Abdul Qayyum Niaizi on Friday lauded the 

Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) for 

reiterating its principled stance on the issue of 

Kashmir. The strong-worded resolution , adopted 
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b y  t h e  O I C ' s  Bhutto was as an “immature” politician. It would be 

Council of Foreign better for him to follow the politics of his 

Ministers (CFM) grandfather rather than his father, he added. He said 

m e e t i n g  i n  the opposition alliance had again resorted to the 

Islamabad, asking Changa-Manga and Murree politics by supporting 

t h e  I n d i a n  trend of horse-trading and floor crossing by the 

government to reverse all the illegal actions it had ruling party's members.

taken on Kashmir since August 5, 2019 was a great He, however, maintained that the opposition's 

diplomatic achievement of Pakistan, he said while nefarious design to oust the prime minister would 

talking to journalists here. The Azad Jammu and be thwarted despite all odds. Defeating the “gang of 

Kashmir (AJK) PM said Prime Minister Imran thieves” was a matter of security and survival of 

Khan was a true benefactor of the Kashmiri people Pakistan, he added. PM Naizi said the people 

as he projected their cause at international level. hailing from all three divisions of Azad Kashmir 

Imran Khan, he said, had emerged as the leader of would participate in the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf's 

Muslim world. He made a tireless campaign against rally to be held in Islamabad on March 27, to 

Islamophobia and raised his voice against it at express their solidarity with their leader. Cabinet 

different world forums. The United Nations ministers and the PTI office-bearers including 

General Assembly's landmark decision to declare Er sh ad  Ma hm ud  , De wa n Al i Ch ug ht ai , 

March 15 as the International Day to Combat Muhammad Rashid, Riyaz Gujja, Raja Masoor and 

Islamophobia was yet another big achievement and several others were also present on the occasion. 

the credit for it went to Imran Khan, he added. Meanwhile, a British delegation that called on AJK 

Lambasting opposition parties' negative role in the PM reiterated Kashmiri expatriate community's 

politics, PM Niazi said it was very unfortunate that resolve to highlight the Kashmir cause at 

they wanted to create hurdles in holding the OIC- international level. The PM asked the delegation to 

CFM moot. raise the Kashmir issue in the UK Parliament and 

He said Pakistan Peoples Party Chairman Bilawal expose india's ugly face before the world.

(From Jan 1989 till  28 Feb 2022) 
Total Killings 95,979 
Custodial killings 7,232 
Civilian arrested 164,530 
Structures Arsoned/Destroyed 110,461 
Women Widowed  22,942 
Children Orphaned 107,859 
Women gang-raped / Molested 11,250 
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